Hole drilled to take “Bullet Style Cabinet Catch.” If P.V.C Pipe is used, hole must be close fit and beveled to afford ease of access for thumb or finger to press in catch to release paddle. See Note 2.

Secure sleeve to long handle with 1/8” Diameter Pull Thru Rivet.

Brass, Bullet Style Cabinet Catch 3/8” Dia x 1/2” Lg.

Short and Long Handle
(for STOP/SLOW Paddle W20-8)

NOTES (OPTIONS A and B):
1. Signs to be attached to short handle with 1/8” Diameter Pull Thru Rivets.
2. Sleeve and Optional Handle may be fabricated from round tubing; aluminum, PVC (Schedule 40), or galvanized conduit of suitable diameter to provide proper fit with the hardwood handle.
3. Packaging Instructions: 12 - 18” Paddles (standard minimum), signs with short handles attached, per carton. Place slip sheets between paddles. 12 - Long Handles per bundle. Cartons to be suitable for shipping and reshipping.
4. All short handles must connect and fit properly with any long handles that are produced under the same Option.
5. All long handle use requires 6’ minimum clearance from bottom of sign to the ground, regardless of paddle size.